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ABSTRACT OF THE TALK

Visual attentional selection is influenced by the value of objects. Previous studies have demonstrated that
reward-associated items lead to rapid distraction and associated behavioral costs, which are difficult to override
with top-down control. These behavioral phenomena agree with the classical predictiveness principle in learning
theory, which suggests that the stimulus with high predictability of reward receives priority in attentional
selection. With a set of behavioral and neuroimaging experiments, we have shown that the learned reward
salience had enhanced representation in visual working memory and this learning-related internal mental
representation can facilitate top-down attentional control of stimulus suppression. Particularly, the top-down
initiated suppression of reward salience was associated with the increased frontal theta oscillation and reduced
channel responses in primary visual cortex. Our findings suggest that the learned reward salience plays a flexible
role to enabling the neural system to adaptively modulate the perceptual representation for behavioral
optimization.
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